
 

160064 VE Commodore Extreme 

Xa Rear adjuster fitting 

instructions.  

1) Remove rear suspension units from             

the vehicle and disassemble original      spring 

and shock from top mounts.  

2) Mark and centre punch on each top 

mount 13mm back from step in spring 

seat and 25mm up then drill 8.5mm 

hole through top mount at centre punch 

mark. (Pic 1)  

3) Using the Allen key provided in the kit           

loosen the adjusting knob on the end of each 

flexible extension, remove it        then fit 

extender through the hole in the top mount (Pic 

2) Re-fit adjusting knob to outer end of flexible 

extension then tighten with Allen key provided.  

4) Disassemble spring, spring seats and 

lower mount from shock, leaving only 

shock body, shaft and boot.  

 

5) Assemble the underside mount 

washer to the top pin(Pic 3)  
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1) Remove rear suspension units from the vehicle and disassemble original spring and shock from top mounts. 
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3) Using the Allen key provided in the kit loosen the adjusting knob on the end of each flexible extension, remove it then fit extender through the hole in the top mount (Pic 2) Re-fit adjusting knob to outer end of flexible extension then tighten with Allen key provided.



6) Fit top pin with spacer and washer into the            

top mount then fit upper side mount washer        and 

nyloc nut and tighten top mount **NOTE** Ensure that 

adjuster is correctly               aligned with flexible 

extension while  tightening top mount assembly (Pic 4)  

7) Fit alloy end of flexible extension onto      

adjuster knob and tighten hex screw with 

Allen key provided. (Pic 5)  

8) Re-assemble coil spring, spring seats and lower 

lock ring and mount to complete assembly.(Pic 6) 

**NOTE** Adjust spring seats to compress   coil 

spring 10mm and lock up tight. All height       

adjustment to be done with lower mount.  

9) Re-fit assembled rear suspension units to 

vehicle then proceed to front fitment.   
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6) Fit top pin with spacer and washer into the top mount then fit upper side mount washer and nyloc nut and tighten top mount **NOTE** Ensure that adjuster is correctly aligned with flexible extension while tightening top mount assembly (Pic 4).
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8) Re-assemble coil spring, spring seats and lower lock ring and mount to complete assembly.(Pic 6) **NOTE** Adjust spring seats to compress coil spring 10mm and lock up tight. All height adjustment to be done with lower mount. 




